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Abstract In two experiments, we investigated the influence
of repeated processing in the context of the generation
effect. In both experiments, participants studied words once
or twice. Once-studied words either were read or were
generated from a definition. Twice-studied words were read
both times, generated both times, or read once and generated
once. Free recall was best (in order of decreasing performance) after generating twice, after generating plus reading,
and finally after generating once; any generation was better
than purely reading. Recognition showed a similar pattern,
except that the benefit of generating twice was not as striking as in recall and that reading plus generating was just as
effective as generating twice. The overall pattern of results
is accounted for by a simple model in which a second
encoding results in a reminding of the first encoding, and
this additional encoding supports subsequent recollection.
This reminding is, consequently, more effective in recall
than in recognition, and it operates in accordance with the
principles of transfer-appropriate processing.
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The generation effect, introduced by Slamecka and Graf
(1978), is one of the best-known encoding manipulations.
Simply put, it refers to the benefit on a later memory test of
producing an item from a cue at study, without seeing the
entire item, as opposed to simply seeing the complete item
at study. Typically, this phenomenon has involved generating a word from a cue such as a definition or an antonym, in
contrast to simply reading the word. The literature contains
well over 200 studies exploring the generation effect, not
taking into account the considerably greater number that
have just used generation as a trustworthy encoding task.
Not surprisingly, the original Slamecka and Graf article is a
citation classic (Slamecka, 1992).
Generation is widely viewed as a powerful way to encode,
competitive with imagery (Paivio, 1969) and deep, semantic
processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). This perception of the
power of generation is supported by a recent meta-analysis that
included 86 studies. Bertsch, Pesta, Wiscott, and McDaniel
(2007) reported the typical mean difference in favor of the
generated items over the read items to be about 9%, or just
under one half of a standard deviation (.40), leading them to
refer to the effect as “robust and consistent” (p. 203), a fair
evaluation of its significance. In fact, it even has everyday
value: Mulligan and Lozito (2004, pp. 177–178) reviewed
some of the applied studies in which generation has improved
memory.
What causes the generation effect? A variety of accounts
have been put forward, as briefly described by Bertsch et al.
(2007). It has been suggested that memory benefits from
greater effort being devoted to generated items (McFarland,
Frey, & Rhodes, 1980), but Bertsch et al. demonstrated that
generation difficulty is not a good predictor of memory
performance, and we agree with them that the concept of
effort is too broad and ill-defined (see also Mitchell & Hunt,
1989, on this issue). It has been suggested that generated
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items steal rehearsals from read items, a selective-rehearsal
account (Slamecka & Katsaiti, 1987), but Bertsch et al.
presented evidence against this view, too, including the fact
that blocking trial types so that the read and generate trials
are separated does not reduce (and, in fact, actually seems to
increase) the generation effect. And it has been suggested
that the effect is a relatively straightforward outgrowth of
transfer-appropriate processing (see Morris, Bransford, &
Franks, 1977), but again Bertsch et al. presented evidence
against this explanation, including that the type of test that
shows the largest generation effect often is not the one that
would appear best matched to the type of generation that
had been performed during study.
Currently, the most prominent explanation of the generation effect, according to Mulligan and Lozito (2004), maintains that differential processing is devoted to generated and
read items. This account (Hunt & McDaniel, 1993; McDaniel,
Waddill, & Einstein, 1988), sometimes called the multifactor
account, holds that generation increments item distinctiveness: By emphasizing item-specific processing, generation
differentiates items from each other. Not coincidentally, a very
similar account has been offered for the production effect—the
finding that producing a word makes it more memorable than
does simply reading it—wherein production also is seen as
enhancing distinctiveness at the time of encoding, which in
turn provides a benefit at the time of retrieval (MacLeod,
2011; MacLeod, Gopie, Hourihan, Neary, & Ozubko, 2010;
Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010).
Given the extensive literature on the generation effect, it
is surprising that the influence of repeated processing of the
same item by generating or reading has not been explored.
In fact, the only relevant study was reported by Jacoby
(1978) in the same year as Slamecka and Graf (1978)
introduced the generation effect. Jacoby (1978) made the
related distinction between solving a problem (construction/
generation) and remembering a solution (reading). Presented with word pairs on each trial, his participants either
completed the second word of the pair, which had some
letters deleted, or simply read the second word, which was
intact; trial types were presented randomly. There followed a
cued-recall test, with the first word of each pair serving as
the cue for the second word. For once-presented items,
Jacoby reported a large generation effect, on the order of
30%. He also included a read–read condition and a read–
generate condition, and he observed roughly a 30% benefit
for generation here as well. Jacoby (1978) did not, however,
contrast generate–read to read–generate trials and—most
critically, from our standpoint—did not examine a generate–generate condition. So we do not know what would
happen to a word that was generated twice.
To date, the Jacoby (1978) study is really the only one to
have explored the influence of repetition at encoding on the
generation effect, at least with words as the materials (see
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Pesta, Sanders, & Murphy, 1999, for repetition and generation
in the context of arithmetic problems). A series of studies by
Rabinowitz and colleagues (Glisky & Rabinowitz, 1985;
Rabinowitz, 1990; Rabinowitz & Craik, 1986) did demonstrate that reinstating the generation operation at the time of
test increased the generation effect when there was a good
match between the generation operations at study and test.
These findings imply that multiple generation opportunities
during encoding might also augment the generation advantage, and they suggested to us that comparing repetition of the
read and generate operations would be worthy of exploration.
In fact, we saw two possible outcomes of repeated generation. The first represents an incremental benefit due to
repetition. It could be that, once generated, a word has
received its maximum benefit from generation, in that it
has been made distinctive by the act of retrieval required
for generation. Then, either reading or generating that item
again should result in only modest, and perhaps fairly
equivalent, repetition-based improvements, corresponding
to the benefit seen for a previously read word on its second
reading (i.e., the typical repetition effect; see Hintzman,
1970; Nelson, 1977; Smith, 1896). This outcome would be
consistent, for example, with the idea that our encoding of
familiar items is reduced relative to our encoding of novel
items (see Tulving, 2008; Tulving & Kroll, 1995). Under this
view, the second occurrence of an item is discounted, resulting in a smaller benefit than is imparted by the first encoding.
Alternatively, the second generation might confer a benefit beyond mere repetition. In thinking about this possibility, we were influenced by the concept of reminding, which
Hintzman (2004, 2008, 2010, 2011) has recently promoted.
He has expressed the basic idea this way:
The basic memory system encodes information automatically whenever we pay attention to something.
Remindings—and recursive encodings of the experience of reminding—also arise automatically as a result
of our interaction with the environment. An encoded
reminding represents the relationship between two (or
more) experiences that took place at different times.
(Hintzman, 2011, p. 267)
If indeed such remindings happen routinely, a second
experience with an item should routinely result in a reminding, which might be viewed as an additional trace—that is, a
third trace to accompany the traces resulting from the initial
encoding and the second encoding. This third trace could
then produce a more-than-incremental benefit to repeated
processing. Moreover, this likely would have its strongest
influence on recall, where retrieval demands are greatest,
such that a reminding would be most beneficial. The benefit
ought to be less in recognition, in which the retrieval
demands are considerably less than in recall. As well, in
accord with the transfer-appropriate processing principle
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(Morris et al., 1977), the benefit of a reminding should be
greatest when encoding of the two occurrences of an item is
done in the same way. This is the idea that we set out to test:
Would the generation effect be only slightly increased the
second time, or would a second generation opportunity
contribute more dramatically to memory? Would repeated
processing be discounted, or would it promote reminding—
or might it do both?

Experiment 1
Our goal was to determine how repeated processing influences memory by comparing words generated or read once
to words processed twice during study. We therefore included six conditions: read once, read twice, generate once,
generate twice, read then generate, and generate then read.
For all repeated words, the second processing opportunity
was distributed rather than massed; in the only really relevant study, Jacoby (1978) showed distributed processing to
have a much more powerful effect. In Experiment 1, we also
tested memory by both recall and recognition, with the
recognition test following the recall test to avoid having
recognition provide a second study opportunity prior to
recall. In Experiment 2, we tested separate groups on the
two tests. As we have already laid out, we expected that if
remindings did occur, their influence should be more evident
on a recall test than on a recognition test.
We expected, of course, to replicate the generation effect,
with once-generated words being better remembered than
once-read words, as well as the standard repetition benefit,
with twice-read words being better remembered than onceread words. These findings would provide baselines for our
manipulations of primary interest, the most critical of which
was repeated generation. We also included read-thengenerate and generate-then-read conditions, expecting that
their benefit would lie between those of generating once and
generating twice: These items would produce repetition
benefits, but those benefits would be smaller than when
the same processing was carried out on the two occasions.
Method
Participants A group of 29 University of Waterloo students
took part individually for bonus course credit; the data of 3
participants were rejected due to difficulty generating the
words or to technical difficulties, resulting in final data
for 26 participants.
Apparatus A PC-compatible microcomputer with a 15-in.
color monitor was used for testing. The controlling program
was written in QuickBASIC 4.5.
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Stimuli The item pool consisted of 120 words, each with a
corresponding generation cue (e.g., for the word “baby,” the
cue was “the tiny infant commonly put in a cradle – b?”).
These generation cues were an extension of the set of 90
cues used by Masson and MacLeod (2002). A total of 48
word–cue pairs were randomly selected for each participant,
8 of which were assigned to each of the six study conditions:
read once, read twice, generate once, generate twice, read
then generate, and generate then read. For the read trials, a
single word was presented to be read aloud. For the generate
trials, a generation cue was presented, and the participant
was asked to generate the target word aloud. The read-once
and generate-once conditions each consisted of 8 trials; in
the other four conditions, each item appeared on two separate trials, creating a total of 80 study trials. Words and
generation cues were presented at the center of the screen
in white, small DOS font against a black background.
Procedure Each study trial began with a 250-ms blank
screen, followed by a word or generation cue that remained
on the screen until the participant responded aloud. The
experimenter then pressed a key to score trial accuracy, after
which the next study trial began immediately. A free recall
phase immediately followed the study phase: Participants
were given a blank piece of paper and were allowed an
unlimited amount of time to write down as many words as
they could recall having previously studied.1 Following the
recall test, there was a recognition test. The 48 words that
were either read or generated during the study phase were
randomly intermixed with 48 unstudied words and presented one at a time at the center of the screen. The participants responded “yes” (the “/” key) or “no” (the “z” key) as
to whether a word had appeared in the study phase. The
word then disappeared, there was a 500-ms blank screen,
and the next trial began.

Results
Failure to generate a word, either once or twice from the
same cue, resulted in removal of that word from both the
recall and recognition data for that participant. The generation failure rates for the generate-once, generate-twice, readthen-generate, and generate-then-read conditions were .082,

1

Following the study phase of Experiment 1, an additional 25 participants were given a speeded reading task, which served as an implicit
test of memory. The stimuli consisted of the 48 studied words and 48
new words presented individually at the left center of the screen in a
random order. One participant’s data were discarded because of exceedingly slow responding, resulting in a final sample size of 24.
Because the implicit test was not central to this research, we present
these results in the Appendix.
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.087, .029, and .091, respectively.2 These failure rates were
consistent with previous research on the generation effect (e.g.,
Masson & MacLeod, 1992).
Recall The top row of Table 1 displays the proportions of
words correctly recalled in each of the six study conditions. A
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated a reliable
difference in recall across the six conditions, F(5, 125) 0
28.12, MSE 0 .027, p < .001, η2 0 .53. Pairwise comparisons
revealed a data pattern that was consistent with past findings
and with our novel predictions. Generating a word once
resulted in better recall than did reading it once, t(25) 0 3.69,
p < .01, which is evidence of the familiar generation effect.
Reading twice resulted in better recall than did reading once,
t(25) 0 3.53, p < .01, consistent with the standard benefit of
repetition. Most importantly, generating twice resulted in better recall than did generating once, t(25) 0 7.15, p < .001, with
a much larger repetition benefit for generation than for reading. This increased benefit was confirmed by the finding that
the difference in correct recall between generating once and
twice (Mdiff 0 .345) was significantly larger than the
difference between reading once and reading twice (Mdiff 0
.106), t(25) 0 5.06, p < .001.
Both of the mixed conditions resulted in better recall than
did generating the word once: t(25) 0 3.58, p < .01, for
generate–read, and t(25) 0 3.78, p < .01, for read–generate.
However, generating a word twice resulted in better recall
than did either mixed condition: for generate–read, t(25) 0
2.92, p < .01, and for read–generate, t(25) 0 3.43, p < .01.
There was no difference in recall between the generate–read
and read–generate conditions, t(25) 0 0.25. Thus, the combination of both reading and generating improved recall
over correctly generating a word once, but not to the extent
of two correct generations.
Recognition The third row of Table 1 displays the proportions of “yes” responses in each condition on the recognition
test. These are hit rates for the six studied conditions; the
false alarm rate is shown for the new (unstudied) condition
at the far right. The low false alarm rate shows that memory
in the studied conditions was quite good.
A one-way ANOVA comparing recognition accuracy for
the six studied conditions indicated that there was significant
2

The generation failure rate was (consistently across experiments)
lowest for the read-then-generate condition, presumably because only
this condition provided participants with the word prior to having to
generate it. As there were no errors in the two read-only conditions, to
eliminate the possibility of differential error rates influencing the
results, we conducted two separate analyses of the recall scores: One
analysis excluded items that were incorrectly generated, and the other
analysis included all studied items. In this experiment—and in each of
the subsequent experiments reported in this article—these two analyses
produced the same outcomes. Thus, we feel confident that itemselection effects did not contaminate our results.
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variation across conditions, F(5, 125) 0 37.75, MSE 0 0.024,
p < .001, η2 0 .60. As was the case for recall, generating once
resulted in better recognition than did reading once, t(25) 0
6.81, p < .001; reading twice resulted in better recognition
than did reading once, t(25) 0 2.14, p < .05; this time, generating twice resulted in marginally better recognition than did
generating once, t(25) 0 1.83, p 0 .079. Thus, there was again
evidence of a repetition effect for words that were either read
or generated. The difference in correct recognition between
generating once and twice (Mdiff 0 .061) was not significantly
different from the difference in correct recognition between
reading once and reading twice (Mdiff 0 .111), t(25) 0 0.77.
Both of the mixed conditions resulted in better recognition
than did generating the word once, t(25) 0 3.45, p < .01, for
generate–read, and t(25) 0 2.66, p < .05, for read–generate.
Unlike in recall performance, however, generating a word
twice did not result in better recognition than did either of
the generate-plus-read conditions (ps > .15). (Although this
might appear to have been the consequence of a ceiling effect,
Exp. 2b will demonstrate that it was not.) As in recall, there
was no difference in recognition between the generate–read
and read–generate conditions, t(25) 0 0.93.

Experiment 2
In this second experiment, we sought to replicate and extend
the results of Experiment 1. Toward that end, in Experiment
2a we focused solely on the recall component of Experiment
1. In Experiment 2b, we focused on the recognition component, without the prior recall test of Experiment 1. Our goal
in Experiment 2b was to reduce recognition accuracy so that
we could observe performance without any possibility of a
ceiling effect. To accomplish this, we incorporated a retention
interval, putting a three-day gap between the study phase and
the recognition test.
Experiment 2a
Method
Participants A group of 34 naive students from the same
pool as in Experiment 1 took part individually for course
credit. The data of four participants who had difficulty
generating words (50% errors in at least one generate condition) were discarded, leaving 30 in the final sample.
Apparatus A PC-compatible computer with a 17-in. color
monitor was used for testing. The controlling program was
written in E-Prime 1.2, and the items were presented in
16-point Times New Roman font in black against a white
background.
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Table 1 Mean proportions correct in recall and mean proportions of “yes” responses in recognition in Experiments 1, 2a, and 2b
Read
Once

Read
Twice

Generate
Once

Generate
Twice

Generate–
Read

Read–
Generate

New

Exp. 1

.038
(.013)

.144
(.026)

.162
(.030)

.507
(.041)

.343
(.041)

.330
(.045)

–
–

Exp. 2a

.071

.225

.262

.606

.436

.485

–

(.024)

(.028)

(.038)

(.029)

(.035)

(.038)

–

Recall

Recognition
Exp. 1

.457

.567

.806

.867

.903

.879

.078

Exp. 2b

(.037)
.355

(.047)
.429

(.032)
.614

(.029)
.751

(.024)
.741

(.031)
.747

(.013)
.155

(.031)

(.034)

(.030)

(.026)

(.029)

(.026)

(.016)

Standard errors are shown in parentheses below each corresponding mean

Stimuli The studied items and the study and recall test
procedures were identical to those of Experiment 1, apart
from the changes in apparatus and appearance.

Results
As in Experiment 1, generation failures were removed prior
to all analyses. The generation failure rates for the generateonce, generate-twice, read-then-generate, and generate-thenread conditions were .042, .050, .025, and .050, respectively.3
The second row of Table 1 displays the proportions of
words correctly recalled in each study condition. An overall
one-way ANOVA indicated a reliable difference in recall
across the six conditions, F(5, 145) 0 43.53, MSE 0 0.027,
p < .001, η2 0 .60. The pattern was identical to that of
Experiment 1. Indeed, when the recall data from Experiments 1 and 2a were combined, treating experiment as a
between-subjects variable, both main effects were significant, but the 2 × 6 interaction was not, F < 1. (The main
effect of experiment signified that, overall, performance was
better in Experiment 2a than in Experiment 1.)
Unsurprisingly, then, pairwise comparisons revealed differences between the means that were consistent with Experiment 1. Once again, there was a generation effect:
Generating a word once resulted in better recall than did

reading it once, t(29) 0 4.97, p < .001. There was also a
strong effect of repetition for both reading and generating.
Reading twice resulted in better recall than did reading once,
t(29) 0 5.66, p < .001, and generating twice resulted in much
better recall than did generating once, t(29) 0 6.99, p < .001.
As with Experiment 1, the difference in correct recall between generating once and twice (Mdiff 0 .344) was significantly larger than the difference in correct recall between
reading once and twice (Mdiff 0 .154), t(29) 0 3.15, p < .01.
Consistent with Experiment 1, generating a word once
resulted in poorer recall than did either generating and then
reading a word, t(29) 0 3.23, p < .01, or reading and then
generating a word, t(29) 0 4.48, p < .001. Generating a word
twice, however, resulted in better recall than either the generate–
read condition, t(29) 0 3.63, p < .01, or the read–generate
condition, t(29) 0 2.87, p < .01. Again, there was no difference
in recall between the two mixed conditions, t(29) 0 0.97. Experiment 2a perfectly replicated the recall results of Experiment 1.
Experiment 2b
To remove any concern that in Experiment 1 the recognition
pattern might have reflected a ceiling effect, or that prior
recall might have contaminated recognition, we tested only
recognition and incorporated a three-day retention interval
to lower overall performance.
Method

3

This decrease in the rate of generation failures relative to Experiment
1 may have resulted from a difference in procedure. In Experiment 2a,
participants were given more time to correctly generate a word than
they had been in Experiment 1, which may have produced fewer failed
generations due to “giving up.” Similarly, the mean recall scores were
higher in Experiment 2a than in Experiment 1. This difference may
have arisen because the experimenter in Experiment 2a encouraged
participants to take their time and then left the room during the recall
test, whereas the experimenter in Experiment 1 stayed in the room with
the participants, possibly leading them to stop sooner.

Participants A group of 61 naive students from the same
pool as in the previous experiments participated individually
in exchange for bonus course credit. The data of 3 participants were rejected due either to difficulty generating
the words or to technical difficulties, and 4 withdrew
from the experiment after the study phase, resulting in final
data for 54 participants.
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Stimuli and apparatus These were identical to the stimuli
and apparatus of Experiment 2a.
Procedure The study phase was identical to that in the
previous experiments. The recognition test was nearly identical to that in Experiment 1, with the difference being the
three-day retention interval between the study and recognition
phases. Participants responded “yes” or “no” as to whether a
word had been studied (i.e., either read or generated) by using
either the “m” or the “x” key. The assignment of keys to
responses was counterbalanced.
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t(53) 0 4.07, p < .001. Reading and then generating a
word also resulted in better recognition than did a
single generation, t(53) 0 4.39, p < .001. Consistent
with the recognition data in Experiment 1, generating
a word twice did not result in better recognition than
did either of the generate-plus-read conditions (ts < 1).
Once again, there was no difference in recognition between
the generate–read and read–generate conditions, t(53) 0 0.23.
Experiment 2b perfectly replicated the recognition results of
Experiment 1.

Results

General discussion

Generation failures were removed prior to all analyses. The
generation failure rates for the generate-once, generate-twice,
read-then-generate, and generate-then-read conditions
were .053, .053, .032, and .056.
The fourth row of Table 1 displays the proportions of
“yes” responses (hit rates) in each condition on the recognition test. The false alarm rate for the new (unstudied)
condition (shown at the far right) was again fairly low,
demonstrating reasonable memory for the words in all of
the studied conditions.
A one-way ANOVA comparing recognition accuracy for
the six studied conditions showed significant variation
across the conditions, F(5, 265) 0 61.81, MSE 0 0.027,
p < .001, η2 0 .54. The pattern of the means was entirely
consistent with that of Experiment 1. As was the case for
recall in Experiments 1 and 2a, when we treated experiment
as a between-subjects variable for the recognition data from
Experiments 1 and 2b, both main effects were significant,
but the 2 × 6 interaction clearly was not, F < 1. (The main
effect of experiment signified that performance was worse in
Experiment 2a than in Experiment 1, likely the result of the
longer retention interval.) That the pattern of the condition
results was the same in the two recognition experiments
allays any possible concern about a ceiling effect having
influenced the findings in Experiment 1.
Pairwise comparisons highlighted the expected differences between condition means. There was a strong generation
effect: Generating a word once resulted in better recognition
than did reading it once, t(53) 0 7.45, p < .001. There were
also repetition effects for both reading and generating: Reading twice resulted in better recognition than did reading once,
t(53) 0 2.57, p < .05, and generating twice resulted in better
recognition than did generating once, t(53) 0 4.22, p < .001.
Although the repetition effect was numerically larger for
generating (Mdiff 0 .137) than for reading (Mdiff 0 .074), this
difference was nonsignificant, t(53) 0 1.44, p 0 .16.
Generating and then reading a word resulted in better
recognition than did merely generating the word once,

In two experiments, we explored the consequences of reading and generating target words when participants process
items twice. In so doing, we have replicated some wellknown findings, and we have uncovered several interesting
new observations. By way of replication, we have shown
that, in recall, reading for a second time (repetition)
improves memory, and does so to about the same extent as
does generating once; and, in recognition, although reading
twice is superior to reading once, generating once results in
a considerably greater advantage than does simple repetition
of reading. By way of new observations, we have shown
that (1) in recall, generating twice confers a dramatically
greater advantage than does generating once; (2) in recognition, the advantage of generating twice over generating
once is reliable but considerably smaller than in recall; (3) in
recall, reading and generating the same item, regardless of
order, results in performance about halfway between generating once and generating twice; and (4) in recognition,
reading and generating the same item, regardless of order,
results in performance equivalent to generating twice. These
patterns of findings were remarkably consistent across our
two experiments.
It is interesting that under the multifactor account (Hunt
& McDaniel, 1993; McDaniel, Waddill, & Einstein, 1988;
see Mulligan & Lozito, 2004), generation is seen as enhancing item-specific representations and cue–target relational
encoding, but as disrupting interitem relational encoding.
Because recognition is usually thought to be mainly sensitive to item-specific representations, it would seem that
generating twice ought to benefit recognition more than
should either of the generate-plus-read combinations. We
found the three conditions to be equal. In contrast, free recall
is seen as sensitive to one form of information that generation enhances (item-specific) and another that it does not
enhance, or may even disrupt (interitem relational). So it
would seem that, as compared to the generate-plus-read
combinations, there should be smaller benefits of generating
twice than might be found in recognition. We found the
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opposite. These surprising findings led us to think about our
results in a different way.
To help organize our pattern of findings, we initially
considered a simple model (Model 1) in which each encoding episode was assumed to create a memory trace that
could make an independent contribution to that item’s later
retrieval. To fit the data from the free recall and recognition
tasks, this model had four free parameters, corresponding to
the probability that an encoding episode (read or generate)
would lead to a correct response on a memory task (free
recall or recognition). Where two encoding episodes occurred for an item, there were two independent contributions
toward a correct response for that item on a memory test.
Model 1 was evaluated by attempting to fit the data from
Experiments 2a and 2b, where the data were clearly free of
any concerns about ceiling effects. The model failed to
provide an adequate fit to either the recall or the recognition
data (root-mean-squared error 0 .052, χ2(8) 0 27.66, p < .01).
Figure 1 shows the predicted mean performance based on this
model in comparison to the observed data. The parameter
values for the fit of Model 1 are shown in the top row of
Table 2.
It is apparent that, for the free recall data, Model 1
substantially overestimated performance in the readonce and generate-once conditions. In this simple, twoindependent-trace model, elevated estimates of the effectiveness of a single read or generate encoding were
required to enable the model to produce sufficiently
strong recall performance in the conditions involving
two encodings. Had the parameter values for a single
read or generate encoding more closely matched the
actual recall data, the predictions for the other four

Fig. 1 Observed proportions of correct recall and recognition in
Experiment 2 (bars) and the predicted performance from our two
models. Conditions are designated by the encoding task(s) performed
during study (R, read; G, generate). Diamond symbols indicate the
predictions for Model 1, and circle symbols the predictions for Model
2. See the text for the details of the models. Error bars represent one
standard error of the mean
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Table 2 Best-fitting parameters for Models 1 and 2, applied to the data
from Experiments 2a and 2b

Model 1
Model 2

rF

gF

rR

gR

α

β

γ

.118
.081

.352
.259

.289
.335

.593
.621

–
.492

–
1.460

–
.208

rF, probability that the first read encoding will support successful free
recall; gF, probability that the first generate encoding will support
successful free recall; rR, probability that the first read encoding will
support successful recognition; gR, probability that the first generate
encoding will support successful recognition; α, proportionate amount
by which memory retrieval parameters r and g are reduced to establish
the probability that the memory trace for the second encoding of an
item will support later recall or recognition when that item is encoded
with the same task both times; β, proportionate amount by which
memory retrieval parameters rF and gF are increased to establish the
probabilities that the reminding memory trace produced by the second
encoding of an item in the read-twice and generate-twice conditions
will support successful free recall; γ, probability that the reminding
memory trace produced by the second encoding of an item using a new
task will support successful free recall. Note that both β and γ take on
values of zero in recognition, where reminding is assumed to play no
role

conditions would have substantially underestimated the observed performance. For the recognition data, Model 1 clearly
underestimated the read-once condition and overestimated the
read-twice and generate-twice conditions. This overestimation
indicated that two encodings of an item using the same task
failed to produce as much benefit as would be expected from
two equally strong and independent memory traces.
To improve our theoretical account of the data, Model 1
was modified to address two fundamental issues. First, in
the recognition data, the problem for Model 1 was that
observed performance following two identical encodings
of an item fell below what an independence model would
predict. We therefore considered the possibility that when
encoding an item using the same task for a second time,
participants may have relied to some extent on memory for
the prior encoding episode with that item, leading to a more
efficient but less memorable encoding experience (e.g.,
Jacoby, 1978).
In Model 2, then, we added a parameter, α, to capture the
reduction in memory trace strength on trials on which an
item was encoded for a second occasion using the same
encoding task as on the first occasion. This parameter represented a proportionate decrease in the value of the memory trace strength associated with a read or a generate
encoding episode. For example, if we designate the probability of correct recognition based on the first read encoding
episode for an item as rR, the probability of a second read
encoding episode supporting later recognition of that item
would be given as α(rR). This reduction of trace strength
yielded by a second encoding under an identical task can
also be interpreted as nonindependence between two
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memory traces. Under independence, if one trace fails to
support remembering, the other trace may still support remembering with unaltered probability. Under nonindependence, however, failure of the first trace implies that the
item’s second trace will likely be relatively weak, hence the
application of the α parameter. We suggest that it is reasonable to suppose that two identical encodings of an item may
be correlated, given that much the same cognitive operations
would be applied on the two occasions. Furthermore, we
assumed that this violation of independence would apply
only when the same encoding task was used for both presentations of an item. For items in the read–generate and
generate–read conditions, then, the two encodings were
assumed to produce two independent memory traces, each
with strength corresponding to the type of encoding task
executed.
Because this nonindependence assumption for read-twice
and generate-twice encodings was meant to reflect operations taking place in the study phase, both recognition and
free recall performance would have to be influenced in the
same way. Therefore, the α parameter was also applied
when determining the trace strength for the second identical
encoding of an item with respect to later free recall. For
example, if we designate the probability that the first generate encoding of an item will lead to successful free recall
as gF, the probability that a second generate encoding of that
item would support recall was α(gF).
The second issue that was addressed in constructing
Model 2 pertains to Model 1’s overestimation of free recall
in the read-once and generate-once conditions. That overestimation was the consequence of bringing predicted performance in the conditions involving two encodings up to the
observed levels of recall. We propose that for the free recall
task, retrieval operations make use of an additional aspect of
encoding that transpired when an item was presented for a
second time. Hintzman (2010, 2011) has argued that a
second presentation of an item leads to a reminding of the
earlier presentation of that item, and this reminding is itself
encoded into memory. We incorporated this idea into Model
2 by assuming that the second presentation of an item
created not only a second memory trace for that item, but
also a third trace, independent of the first two traces, representing the reminding that occurred during the second
presentation.
To establish a reminding trace for conditions in which the
same encoding task was used on both presentations, we took
the parameter representing the strength of the trace for a
single encoding in a given task and modulated this strength
by multiplying it by a new parameter, β. For example, for
the generate-twice condition, the probability that a reminding trace would support subsequent free recall was β(gF).
For the read-twice condition, the reminding memory trace
for recall would have strength equal to β(rF). The cases
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involving a different encoding task on each of the two
presentations posed an interesting question as to the strength
of the resulting reminding memory trace. With one read and
one generate encoding episode for such items, it was unclear
how the two episodes would combine to determine the
strength of a reminding trace. Therefore, rather than starting
with a base memory trace strength and multiplying it by the β
parameter, we introduced one final parameter, γ, to specify the
strength of the reminding memory trace for the read–generate
and generate–read items.
As compared to what was seen in the recall data, the
relatively small amount of benefit accruing to recognition
memory for read-twice and generate-twice items suggested
that participants were not relying on a reminding memory
trace when making recognition judgments. Indeed, when we
fit a version of Model 2 in which reminding memory traces
were free to influence performance in the recognition task as
well as in free recall, both β and γ were estimated to be
equal to 0 for the recognition task. Moreover, Hintzman
(2004) showed that judgments of frequency, which rely
heavily on recollection of remindings in his account, can
be dissociated from confidence-based ratings of recognition
memory. We suggest that in the recognition task, participants did not engage in the recollection operations associated with frequency judgments or free recall that were likely
to bring reminding memory traces into play. Given these
considerations, the fit of Model 2 that we present here
restricted the involvement of reminding memory traces to
the free recall task. The best-fitting parameter values for
Model 2 are shown in Table 2, and the predicted probabilities
of recall and recognition are shown in Fig. 1.
Model 2 produced a very good fit, with all predicted
values within one standard error of the observed values,
and most within just half a standard error [root-meansquared error 0 .014, χ2(5) 0 1.86, p > .75]. The parameter
values are sensible, in that they establish a higher probability of correct responding for recognition than for free recall,
and for generate than for read encoding. In addition, the
parameter that determined the reduction in strength of a
second encoding with the same task, α, dropped the strength
of the second trace to about half that of the first trace. The β
parameter was larger than 1, indicating that the reminding
memory trace is a substantial embellishment of the second
encoding event when the same task is used on both presentations of an item. Finally, γ, the reminding trace parameter
for mixed encoding items, resided between the trace
strength values for the first read and first generate encoding
of an item. According to Model 2, then, reminding traces for
read–generate and generate–read items are weak in comparison to those of items encoded in the same way on both
presentations. This difference may reflect a reduced likelihood of a successful reminding when the encoding task is
changed between presentations, caused by a relatively low
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degree of overlap in processing operations applied to the
item on the two occasions. An interesting prediction of the
model arises from this speculation—namely, that judgments
of frequency and recency, which rely on reminding memory
traces (Hintzman, 2004, 2010), should be less accurate
when items are presented under different encoding tasks,
rather than under the same encoding task, on their successive
presentations.
In conclusion, our study of the situation in which
processing of words via reading and generation is repeated, in the various possible combinations, has been
instructive in two regards. First, empirically, it has
revealed a hitherto unknown benefit of repeated generation, which is especially notable in recall. Second,
theoretically, it has been informative with respect to
the processes underlying the repeated encoding of an
item. The free recall data, in particular, are consistent
with the proposal that a second encoding yields a
reminding of the earlier study episode that can support
later recollection processes (Hintzman, 2011). Moreover,
this reminding appears to be sensitive to the principles
of transfer-appropriate processing (Morris et al., 1977),
as it is less effective when the encoding task changes
across presentations. Overall, then, the value of repetition depends on both the extent of processing overlap
and the extent of retrieval, with reminding apparently
assuming a key role.
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Appendix
Table 3 displays the mean response times for speeded
reading—simply reading the words aloud as quickly as possible—which was the implicit test included in Experiment 1.
A one-way ANOVA comparing the seven conditions (six
studied and one unstudied) was not significant overall, F(6,
138) 0 0.99, MSE 0 1,952.60, p > .40. Nonetheless, a single
Table 3 Experiment 1: Mean response times (in milliseconds) in
speeded reading
Read
Once

Read
Twice

Generate Generate Generate– Read–
New
Once
Twice
Read
Generate

509
500
510
(14.01) (17.96) (14.91)

506
(15.15)

515
(15.64)

500
526
(11.56) (12.10)

Standard errors are shown in parentheses below each corresponding
mean

planned comparison was conducted, contrasting the six studied conditions to the one unstudied condition, and this was
significant, F(1, 23) 0 9.00, MSE 0 35,118.96, p < .01.
Clearly, priming did occur for studied words—their mean of
507 ms showed 19 ms of priming relative to the unstudied
mean of 526 ms—but that priming was unaffected by study
condition.
This pattern of equivalent priming on an implicit speeded
reading test for all studied items conceptually replicates the
pattern that has consistently been observed in studies of the
production effect (MacDonald & MacLeod, 1998; MacLeod
et al., 2010), in which items spoken aloud are recalled and
recognized better than those read silently on explicit tests
but do not show differential priming on implicit tests. The
finding also agrees with several studies (Masson &
MacLeod, 1992, 1996, 2002; MacLeod & Masson, 1997,
2000) using various implicit measures (including speeded
reading), all of which have shown equivalent priming for read
and generated items, contrary to influential earlier work
(Jacoby, 1983). Our view is that the distinctiveness of produced or generated items is useful on explicit tests, which
emphasize remembering whether an item was previously studied, but not on implicit tests, in which episodic experience is
irrelevant. The absence of differential priming therefore represents a correspondence between generation and production.
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